Berkeley, Suárez, and the Esse-Existere Distinction

by Stephen H. Daniel

There is no doctrine more commonly associated with Berkeley than his claim that esse est percipi, to be is to be perceived. As he remarks, "the existence of an idea consists in being perceived ... I think an intuitive knowledge may be obtained of this, by anyone that shall attend to what is meant by the term exit when applied to sensible things ... Their esse is percipi." Exactly what he means by this has, of course, been the topic of a great deal of speculation. But most commentators agree that, because his remark applies specifically to ideas, it needs to be augmented to account for the existence of minds and the activity of perception itself. That is what seems to be behind the American Samuel Johnson's question to Berkeley about whether the esse (or existence) of spirits is percipere. It also seems to be what guides A. A. Luce's editing of Berkeley's Philosophical Commentaries entry #429, which he transcribes as "Existence is percipi or percipere." 3

However, subsequent work by George H. Thomas and Bertil Belfrage has revealed that Berkeley did not write, "Existence is percipi or

2Johnson to Berkeley, 10 September 1729, ibid., 277.
3Berkeley, Philosophical Commentaries 429, in Works 1: 53.
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percepere’; rather, he wrote, “existere is percipi or percepere.” This distinction between esse (or existence) and existere might not seem philosophically significant, especially when viewed, as is typically done, through the lens of Locke (who does not appeal to it at all). But for scholastics such as Francis Suarez the esse-existere distinction is crucial for understanding what it means for an idea or a mind to have an identity.

According to Berkeley this distinction is so fundamental and commonplace in Scholastic manuals that, more often than not, he simply uses it without seeing a need to explain it. When he does note that “being itself should be attributed analogically to God and creatures” and that God “must not be supposed to exist in the same sense with created beings,” he explicitly refers to Suarez and other Schoolmen. And when he rejects Locke’s Thomistic account of abstract existence, he proposes instead the Suarezian treatment endorsed by Descartes.

For Berkeley, the issue is rather straightforward. To say that a thing exists means, first, that it has an identity or is a thing or being (ens). Second, to be a thing means being that thing. That is, to be a thing means being thought of or perceived as that thing. So the existence (or esse) of a thing is nothing other than its being perceived. Since the perception or cognition of a thing is its existence, it makes no sense to talk about the existence of minds, for that would be like talking about what it means for existence to exist.7

To ask, therefore, as Johnson does, about the esse of spirits is to assume that the existence or “being” of actual beings can be abstracted from them and then reasserted of the act of being in terms of which they are originally identified. In short, it is to assume that existence itself has an essence or identity that can be considered in itself (that is to say, ipsum esse).

Berkeley rejects this way of thinking by insisting that the existence of minds differs radically from the existence of ideas—so much so that it is

---


8See Berkeley to Johnson, 24 March 1730, in Works 2: 293.


1. Berkeley on the existence of ideas. As Berkeley observes, the proper understanding of the distinction of ideas depends on clarifying the meanings of 'ideas' and 'existence'. By appealing to the Socratic distinction between 'existence' and 'substance', he argues that the principle of identity of ideas is necessary to the principle of existence of ideas. This principle, he claims, is necessarily true, and hence cannot be shown to be false by any possible experience, although it cannot be demonstrated absolutely by reason alone.

2. Berkeley on the existence of minds. Berkeley asserts that minds are not merely minds-in-themselves, but are minds-of-themselves. This is because minds are not detached from their own ideas, but are inseparable from the ideas by which they are produced. This is why the mind is said to "exist".

3. Berkeley on the nature of existence. Berkeley argues that existence is a qualitative property of ideas, and that it is impossible to have an idea of existence without having an idea of being.

4. Berkeley's argument for the existence of God. Berkeley argues that the existence of God is necessary to the existence of ideas, and that the idea of God is indispensable to the coherence of the universe. He concludes that the existence of God is demonstrated by the fact that there is such a thing as a mind, and that there is such a thing as an idea of existence.
An alternate view adopted, according to Berkeley, by Descartes (who gets it from Suárez) claims that there is no existence apart from the existence of individual beings. No thing or being (ens) has more existence than another, because being a thing in the first place means having a determinate existence. As Berkeley tells Johnson, "any degree of perception being sufficient to Existence, it will not follow that we should say one existed more at one time than another, any more than we should say a thousand yards of snow are whiter than one yard." Just as one square yard of snow is as white as a thousand square yards, so one idea, perception, or thing is as real as a multitude or even the totality of all things. In this Cartesian view, the ultimate metaphysical principle—being (ens) in general—is understood to include all things.

Berkeley dismisses the Cartesian view as nothing more than a verbal variation on Locke's view, because both Locke and Descartes assume that it makes sense to talk about being without recognizing how in such a discussion being becomes an abstract general idea. Even in the Cartesian (Suárezenian) account, God and all other beings are intelligible as beings only in virtue of their inclusion within an abstract idea of ens, that is, being in general. So according to Berkeley, the conclusions about existence drawn by Suárez are just as confused as those of the Thomists and Locke.

This is not to say that Berkeley ignores Suárez's ideas. Indeed, he (like Descartes, Locke, and the Protestant textbook authors influenced by Suárez) often invokes the terminology of the Scholastics and fashions his distinctive positions in terms of their strategies (if not their doctrines). Even though he generally criticizes their labyrinthine arguments, Berkeley acknowledges that it would be a mistake to reject their discussions outright because they often speak about "great and important subjects."12

However, to appreciate how Suárez's treatment of existence might inform Berkeley's doctrines, we have to consider the possibility that Berkeley could have adopted Suárezenian views or strategies without being aware of having done so. Even if he were aware of the impact of those views on his own ideas, he would not have had to acknowledge it. Indeed, for an Anglican cleric, there might have been a variety of reasons not to do so. So our justification for considering Suárez's treatment of existence
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12Berkeley to Johnson, 24 March 1730, in Works 2: 293. Also see PC 408.
13PC 449, 716.
consists in seeing how it clarifies a central doctrine in Berkeley’s thought, not in displaying explicit Berkeleyan references to Suárez.

In Suárez’s account, the esse or act of being by which all things are what they are (or have essences) does not itself have an essence. Lacking all determinate features, “being itself” (ipsum esse) is not an “it” as much as a space for the designation or supposition of existence. Suárez describes this space in terms of its two modes, subsistence and inherence. These two “modes of being” are the means by which things are identified as having essences, but they themselves have no identity. They identify those things that exist (existere) in the order of nature as either substances or accidents, and in doing so they open up the possibility for speaking about things as things. But to speak of the esse of all beings (including God) is to speak of that in terms of which all things are intelligible and discernible, and that has no identity.

To put this slightly differently, for Suárez the actual existence of a thing—its act of being (ens as a participle)—identifies it as that thing (ens as a noun).10 For example, being human is what identifies and constitutes a human being. Its essence does not exist other than in terms of its being identified, cognized, or objectified as a particular kind of thing,11 and its act of being is the “formal concept” by which it is known.12 Its act of being is not something that it does but is rather what it is. In creatures there is no real distinction between what they are (their essence) and that they are (their existence), because their being what they are is a function of how they exist and vice versa.13 Anything that can or does exist thus has a real essence (or “objective concept”) in terms of which it has an identity.14
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11See DM 33.1.1; 33.1.7; 34.4.6. See also John D. Kronen, “The Importance of the Concept of Subsistent Unity in Suárez’s Argument for Hylomorphism,” American Catholic Philosophical Quarterly 65 (1991): 335–60, at 339n. 341.

12See DM 31.5.1.


14See DM 31.2.8, 31.2.10–11; see also Wells (intro.), Essence of Finite Being, 11.
In turn, the identification by a mind—or to use Suarez’s term, the “supposition”—of the actual existence of a thing as a substance is its subsistence, the mode of being in terms of which it is identified as a real thing. A thing (for instance, a human being) is a “supposit,” the supposition of there being some identified, and thus identifiable, thing. That supposition is not merely an existential instance of an abstract essence, nor is it (to use the Aristotelian-Thomistic term) the formal cause of a substance. Rather, it is the termination (or determination) of the thing as an existing substance, an act of being in what Suarez calls the order of nature. In the order of nature the act by which all things are real or exist (essentia)—that is, that act by which God is immanent in creation—is the very same act by which they in particular have the potential to be. Insofar as all beings have the same esse, they are indistinguishable and are the same being (ens as a noun). But the esse of a particular thing (say, a human being) is its real, determinate existence. A human, therefore, is a particular way of being (ens as a participle) which cannot be conceived distinct from God’s decree that specific real things exist.

Unlike in the order of nature, however, determinate beings in the order of substance can exist potentially insolar as their actual subsistence has been posited in eternity. That is, only those beings that are supposed in the order of nature as things terminated by subsistence have determinate identities and are substances or real beings (entitas). And this means, in Berkeley’s expression, that only persons (that is to say, things that are intentional and conscious) are existences (or acts of being); all other things are manners of existing persons. Imaginary beings (that is to say, beings of “reason such as unicorns”) not only do not exist but also cannot possibly exist, because in order for them to exist they would have to have a determinate identity that contradicts the actual or real natures of other beings in the order of nature.
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See DM 31.3.6; 31.4.12; 31.6.23; 31.11.22; also see 31.5.5.
See DM 31.5.1-7.
See PC 54.
This is not to say that a thing’s actual existence is part of its intrinsic essence. Rather, its existence defines its essence extrinsically. Accordingly, the fact that a thing exists in the world in certain relations is part of its essence. The actual existence of a thing in resum natura could be different from its actual essence only if it were considered apart from the act of being that identifies or “causes” it to be that thing. But since the actual existence of a thing constitutes what it is (that is to say, its formal existence), its actual essence is its objective existence. So the objective existence of a substance is not the existence of the substance—as if “the substance” could be thought of apart from that by which it is identified—but is rather the subsistence of the substance, the supposition of a thing in relation to other things. In creatures, this act of being is simultaneously their actual existence and actual essence, because no being is determinate apart from its act of being what it is. As Suárez says, “an actual entity cannot be preceded from existence.” There is no such thing as a human being apart from the specific acts of intentionality that designate being human. All acts of human-being are suppositions (or more specifically, differentiations) of things-in-relation to one another. That is why the necessary condition whereby an actual essence comes to exist is its subsistence or, in the case of accidents, their inherence in a substance.

Here Thomists object to Suárez’s line of thinking, noting that if the distinction between a being’s essence and existence is only a distinction of reason, then God’s creation of specific creatures as actual existents would not be free. But Suárez responds that this objection is based on the mistaken assumptions that ens as a noun has priority over ens as a participle, that esse is prior to existere, that essentia is prior to existentia, and that the objective concept of a thing is historically or logically prior to its formal concept. In fact, he counters, the essence of a thing cannot be identified apart from the act by which it is conceptualized formally as a distinct thing. So if a thing’s essence is conceptualized as an object of thought, its existence as that particular object of thought is conceptualized as well.

26See DM 11.6.33; also see Berkeley, PC 555.
27See DM 31.5.5.
28DM 13.1.15.
29See DFM 31.4.7.
30See DM 31.8.21; also see Wells (infra), Essence of Finite Being, 15.
Because the subsistence of a substance is a mode of existence, it does not itself "exist" but is rather the completion or termination of existence. In other words, subsistence is the way in which the substance exists (or is "supposed") as a specific thing supporting specific accidents. In this respect, subsistence and inherence are alike, in that both are modes of the act of being in virtue of which a being exists. But since neither subsistence nor inherence are beings themselves, they are not modes of any being (em as a noun) and thus are not modes of God.

This strategy for avoiding a Spinozistic conclusion about the relation of God and creatures is possible only because Suarez insists that subsistence and inherence are modes of the act of being whereby substances and accidents are identified. That is, those things that are identified as having essences and accidents are not modes of God as a being (em as a noun) but are modes of the act of being (em as a participle) and thus comprise the order of substantial existence. In the order of nature, substances and accidents are said to exist in relation to one another rather than in terms of their dependence on God. Their mode of being is properly described in terms of existere, not esse, because (as Suarez claims) the existential positing of a thing in the order of nature is understood in terms of natural events instead of divine decrees. God's mode of being is the supposition (that is to say, identification, differentiation) of all things in relation. And since the supposition of all acts of being is properly the activity of subsistence itself, only God is properly said to subsist. All other beings are said to "receive" their existence in being supposed as actual identities.

Since the supposition of a being in act simultaneously identifies the essence of a thing as that existent, both the fact and the mode of a thing's existence are functions of supposition, that is, of subsistence. If the supposition of a substance (that is to say, its subsistence) is removed, it can continue to exist as a natural thing only if it is conserved in another supposition of subsistence. (Or as Berkeley puts it, if my mind does not perceive a thing, it must be perceived by another.) But since it is inappropriate to say that subsistence "exists," we cannot think of such
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30 See DM 31: 5.5 - 13; 33.1.1. See also Krunen, "Substantial Unity," 339n.
32 See DM 31: 13.16 - 17; see also Berkeley, Siris, § 344, in Works 5: 156.
33 See DM 31: 13.18.
34 See DM 31: 5.8.
conservatio as the act of some determinate being. Instead, we should think of the support provided in subsistence (and inherence as well) in terms that do not assume that supposition is the act of any being at all. The activity whereby a thing is designated as having an identity and relations thus does not itself have an identity (and is not an "it") other than after the fact. "It" can be said to exist only derivatively, and that is why Berkeley (following Suárez’s suggestions) prefers to say that minds (and other notions such as relations and actions) subsist rather than exist.

To say that an accident (for example, something’s being red) cannot exist without inhering in a substance means that it exists only inasmuch as the substance exists. But because specific substantial natures can exist potentially in the mind of God, so also can their specific accidents. As Suárez observes, even though accidents by their very nature must inher in a substance in order to exist, they can be conserved by God without actually existing, that is, without inhering in an actually existing substance.30 Similarly, a substantial nature can be conserved by God even if its mode of existence (that is to say, its subsistence) is destroyed in nature.31 However, neither substances nor accidents can be conserved by God without being posited as specific features of at least a potential and determinate substantial nature.32 Since all existing beings (both actual and potential) are therefore particular and determinate, general or abstract essences (for instance, humanity, redness) do not exist, not even as divine ideas.

Berkeley makes the same point: abstract absolute existence (esse) is unintelligible; there are only particular acts of being that differentiate real things. This differentiation of beings must be understood as existence itself, not as something that precedes existence. Since things are not first designated as essences in the order of substance and only subsequently given existence in the order of nature, it would be improper therefore to say that existere is subordinate to esse. There is no esse (or abstract existence) distinct from actual existence (existere), just as there is no consciousness apart from consciousness of something.33 So to exist eternally in the divine

30See DM 31.11.27–10.
32See DM 31.9.21.
When things are said to begin or end, or to exist, or to be determinate, this is recognized by what Berkeley calls "the mind of God." The idea is that the existence of a thing is determined by God. If God believes something exists, then that thing exists. If God believes something is true, then that thing is true. The mind of God is not limited to what can be perceived by the senses, but includes everything that exists.

In this view, the idea of a thing is separate from the thing itself. An idea is a separate, abstract entity that exists in the mind of God. The idea of a thing is what makes the thing real, not the thing itself. The thing only exists when the idea is recognized by God. This is a fundamental principle of Berkeley's philosophy, known as the "idea of existence."
II.

Berkeley on Spirit, Mind, Soul. In Principles 89 Berkeley suggests that the way to deal with skepticism begins with understanding what we mean by concepts that are central in Suarez’s philosophy. The striking thing about this claim is that it appears not at the beginning of the Principles but halfway through it. Recognizing that the meanings of thing, reality, or existence can be understood only by appealing to derivative notions, Berkeley makes his proposal only after providing the discursive context in which those terms function. In this way, he endorses the very point that Suarez makes about existence, namely, that the identities of things—in this case, the meanings of terms—consist not in some eternal essence but in their actual, differential use. He remarks:

Nothing seems of more importance, towards erecting a firm system of sound and real knowledge, which may be proof against the assaults of scepticism, than to lay the beginning in a distinct explication of what is meant by thing, reality, existence; for in vain shall we dispute concerning the real existence of things, or pretend to any knowledge thereof, so long as we have not fixed the meaning of those words. Thing or being is the most general name of all: it comprehends under it two kinds entirely distinct and heterogeneous, and which have nothing common but the name, to wit, spirits and ideas. The former are active, indivisible substances: the latter are inert, fleeting, dependent beings, which subsist not by themselves, but are supported by, or exist in minds or spiritual substances.46

In order to know whether something exists, Berkeley observes, we first have to know what existence is and what a thing is. But that, in turn, is not enough, since questions could always be raised about whether the things we claim to know exist really do exist. Given the possibility that the discursive structure in which we ask such questions is itself riddled with indeciderminacy, the only thing we can do is to acknowledge that abstract ideas of quiddity, entity, or existence are incomprehensible apart from their
recognised "intuitions" in the situation, and so there must be "primitive" juxtapositions of difference in the structures hereby things or beings that it is to say "ideas" come to have their identities as real, identifiable beings. The unity of "conception," for example, in the situation, is not all that is the case. There can be no thing that has an "absolute" existence independent of a context in which such an identification occurs and through which real or natural context is engendered, it makes no sense to talk about any supposed context.

Berkeley worries that this way of speaking about all real things as functions of mind, might seem to imply that they are all beings of reason (or rationality). Of course, in the sense that only things which have been shown by the "imagination" to have a "being" are in a subject's mind, thus making them any less real. However, since imaginary beings (for example, chimneys) are often referred to as beings of reason, it is important to point out that by imagining a chimney as a "living" thing, all that is always affected is the subject's imagination, and not a chimney which is always in a specific act of living (e.g., as a participant).
the existence of imaginary beings is nothing other than the act of imagining such beings, it is impossible for so-called imaginary beings to be things at all because by definition they are not actually perceived or perceivable by any mind.

To say, then, that ideas exist “in” a spiritual substance or mind simply means, for Berkeley, that they are comprehended or perceived. But as he notes, this does not require that we think of the mind as if it is an Aristotelian substance that supports qualities and about which one predicates perceptions or sensations.68 Nor does it commit us to the belief that minds are substrata in which modes, attributes, or properties inheres.69 Rather, he claims, we must describe the “substance” of souls as the consciousness of ideas.70 That is, the substance of souls is the perceptual identification of ideas as real things or beings. To be “comprehended” by a mind means that ideas, sense impressions, or qualities are united with or related to other ideas, impressions, or qualities in a way that identifies them as real existents.71 In short, the act of perceiving identifies a thing and constitutes the existence of the idea. This activity is obviously not the same as the things it produces, so it is technically incorrect to say that spirits exist, rather, they subsist.72

Of course, even though Berkeley invokes the distinction between existence and subsistence, he still occasionally refers to the existence of souls or spiritual substances to highlight the activity by which ideas are differentiated and identified.73 But rarely does he say that spirits, minds, or souls exist, for that would imply that there is something that has a self-
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69See Principles 44, 577–578.

70See Dialogues, 235, cf. 249.

71See Principles 6, 87, 89, 90.

72See, for example, Principles 139.
identity apart from its being the existence of ideas. Instead, by referring to the existence of spirits, he introduces a nuanced distinction among the meanings of spirit, mind, and soul.

For example, when he makes the comment on which Jotion latches—namely, that because “the soul always thinks,” the existence of a spirit cannot be separated from its cogitation—he suggests that spirit is not identical with its existence (mind) or with the activity of thinking called the soul:

Some ideas or other I must have so long as I exist or will... It is a plain consequence that the soul always thinks: and in truth whoever shall go about to divide in his thoughts, or abstract the existence of a spirit from its cognition, will, I believe, find it no easy task... Sure I am that should any one tell me there is a time wherein a spirit actually exists without perceiving, or an idea without being perceived, or that there is a third sort of being which exists though it neither wills nor perceives nor is perceived, his words would have no other effect on my mind than if he talked in an unknown language. Tis an easie matter for a man to say the mind exists without thinking, but to conceive a meaning that may correspond to those sounds, or to frame a notion of a spirit’s existence abstracted from its thinking, this seems to me impossible.39

Apart from determinate acts of perception, will, or other forms of cognition, there is no way to think about a spirit or mind as a determinate being. That is, there is no way to think of a mind’s existence apart from its act of thinking or willing specific things. It is unnecessary, then, to portray the mind as some substance or substratum that is needed to unite or support perceptions. So Berkeley concludes:

The existence of a spirit—that is, the mind—is the particular act of being by which things are differentiated. To the extent that things are conceived in relations consistent in created minds, they form the order of nature. The mind is not the perceptions, but the thing which perceives. I answer, you are abased by the word "you" and the thing itself. Mind is a compendium of perceptions. Take away perceptions and you take away the mind. Put the perceptions and you put the mind. Say you, the mind is not the perceptions, but the thing which perceives. I answer, you are abased by the word "you" and the thing itself.
look for all kinds of reasons to argue that Berkeley ultimately rejects the
congeries doctrine. But as I have suggested, we do not have to reject the
document if we recognize that it does not rely on a Lockean theory of
substance. I suspect that even Hume’s well-known bundle theory of the self
might make much more sense if it were interpreted in terms of the
Sartrean account of being. I do not claim that Hume is conscious of the
pull of this alternative mentality. But I am suggesting that well-known
Sartrean doctrines (filtered, perhaps, through Berkeley) can pop up in the
strangest places. In the end, the fact that Hume ultimately decides not to
develop his bundle theory may indicate—like Berkeley’s abandonment of
the second part of the Principles—that he is simply unable to retrieve such
a different account of mind into an environment saturated with the Lockean
mentality.
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